
 
 

 
 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE:  harc@harc.org.za 
                                                                              
Chairman /Repeater Licenses/Bulletin Readers Roster Peter Leonard, ZS5PL    076 510-7855 
Vice Chairman /Members Data Base/Field day and   Max Rossi, ZS5MAX   072 158-5018 
Contest Manager /HF Assessor/ QSL Manager for 
E-QSL,QRZ.com/ Club House/Meetings(Assistant)                         
Secretary               Craig Hardman ZS5CD   082 459-6940 
Treasurer                                      Kimentha (Kimmy) Nair   079 884-3698  
Hamnet                         Glen Duffy, ZS5GD                     082 962-6681 
PR/Field day/Contest Co-ordinator /HF Assessor      Robin Marshall ZS5ROB   082 931-0970 
Constitutional Matters   Keith Lowes, ZS5WFD                  082 685-6666 
Youth / YL Activities   Mike Boatwright ZS5MAB  082 941-5488 
Youth / YL Activities   Justin Wright ZS5JW       083 663-3351 
 
Awards                      Whole Committee      committee@harc.org.za  
 
     

Non Committee Co-ordinator Profiles 
 
Portfolios:   Name:  Call sign:                               Phone: 
 
Assisting PR                     Derek Mc Manus ZS5DM    0317673719 
Repeaters   Bradley Glen ZS5BG  repeaters@harc.org.za  0829943331 
Assisting Repeaters-  Andy Coetzee ZS5CEY    0824449047 
Repeaters-APRS   Shaun Rudling ZR5S    0826761488 
Public Relations Assist  Derek   ZS5DM    0317673719 
Website & Email Infrastructure                        Brad Phillips ZS5Z webmaster@harc.org.za  0317633754 
Hotline Editor & Assisting DSTAR/DMR Tony Mayall ZS5GR hotline@harc.org.za  0733564758 
Clubhouse & meetings                                    Derek   ZS5DM    0317673719 
HF assessor for RAE  Dave Holiday ZS5HN    0824969419 
 
      

HARC Repeater Information 
 
VHF  Kloof     145.625 MHz (Rptr Tx) & 145.025MHz (Rptr Rx) 88.5Hz CTCSS access tone 
           Now equipped with an Allstar board, linking up with two repeaters in PMB, and Echolink   
 
HAMNET VHF          145.700 MHz (Rptr Tx) Temporary Used for events. High Site? 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
NATURN UHF   Ridge Road    Ch 3   439.025 MHz (Rptr Tx) & 431.425MHz (Rptr Rx)     
 
VHF Beacon: 144.420Mhz, 20W, 6-Element Quad, Pointing to JHB Div6, QTH of ZS5KT: KG50ME  
                            
APRS:     144.800 MHz, ZS0PMB-7 is the Durban-Bluff based Digipeater-Maintained by Shaun ZR5S  
DSTAR: Alverstone VHF D-STAR Repeater  ZS0PMB C 145.575 MHz -0.6mhz split - Maintained by Shaun ZR5S 
 

Highway Hotline August 2017 

 2013  
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DMR-Mototrbo:  Kloof UHF Repeater   –    438.200 Mhz (Rptr Tx) -7.6 mhz Split  
                            ZS5SAM UHF Repeater- 438.250 Mhz ##New 
Also chat on DMR 432.500 & 432.525 Simplex 
 
In PMB: X-Band to 145.625 Highway repeater at Hilton on 434.5625MHz simplex 88.5Hz tone. 
Also........6m X-Band to MARC linked repeaters at Hilton on 50.550MHz FM simplex 88.5Hz tone. Vertical antenna polarization.  
 
DMR-Mototrbo:  Pietermaritzburg UHF Repeater (Windy Ridge) – 438.225 Mhz (Rptr Tx) – 7.6 mhz Split   
 
The DSTAR Repeater at Alverstone have been removed, pending re-installing at another site 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

BITS AND BOBS 
 
HARC Banking Details: Payments  can be made directly to the Nedbank Pinetown Bank account  # 2004975946, a transmission 
account, code # 198765, Swift Code: NEDSZAJJ, a copy of the deposit slip must however be sent to the Treasurer P.O. Box 77 
New Germany 3620 or scanned / info emailed to admin@harc.org.za. Direct payments to the Treasurer, cheques may be sent to 
P.O. Box 77 New Germany 3620.  
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

BULLETIN PRESENTERS 
 
August 2017  
 
6

th
          Steven  ZS5MM    076 588-8600  20

th
       Max   ZS5MAX   072 158-5018      

 
13

th
        Brian     ZS5BR    082 823-6780  27

th 
        Sean  ZS5X       073 309-1301 

 
The readers will be contacted if there are any changes. 
 
Folks-We needs more folk to assist with the Sunday bulletin reading, the more there are, the less often one has to be available to 
read! 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

BIRTHDAY BOOK 
 

August 2017  
 
02-Aug  Sheila Coleman  ZS5SC – Spouse of Tony ZS5ACB 
05-Aug Keith Duffield      ZS5KAD    
08-Aug    Guy Boardman   ZR5GB   
18-Aug    Charly Dupont    ZS5DU     
23-Aug    David Hudson    G4WOE     
24-Aug    Hettie Joubert    ZS5BH - Partner of Peter ZS5HF 
28-Aug    Fred Andreas    ZS5SAM    
     
The Chairman, Committee and all the members of the Highway Amateur Radio Club join together in wishing you all a very HAPPY 
BIRTHDAY 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

FOR YOUR DIARY 
August 2017 
 
11 to 13    Klein Karoo Klassique, Oudsthoorn 
25 & 26    Hantam Vleisfees, Calvinia 
31 Aug to 3 Sept Gariep Kunstefees, Kimberley 
 
1  Tish'a B'Av 
5  KARTS Annual Flea market; YOTA Summer Camp, Gilwell Park, UK 
6  SARL HF Phone Contest; YOTA Summer Camp, Gilwell Park, UK 
7  YOTA Summer Camp, Gilwell Park, UK 
8  YOTA Summer Camp, Gilwell Park, UK 
9  National Women’s Day; SARL YL Sprint; YOTA Summer Camp, Gilwell Park, UK 
10  YOTA Summer Camp, Gilwell Park, UK 
11  YOTA Summer Camp, Gilwell Park, UK 
12  YOTA Summer Camp, Gilwell Park, UK 
15 ****HARC AGM****NB! 
19  International Lighthouse and Lightship Weekend 
20  SARL HF Digital Contest; International Lighthouse and Lightship Weekend 
24  Closing date Radio ZS September 
27  SARL HF CW Contest 
31 HARC SWAP SHOP 
 
______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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HOTLINE NEWSLETTER 
 

Articles are always sought. Anybody having something interesting for the magazine, please e-mail it to me or snail mail it, thanks-
Ed(Tony ZS5GR) 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
DMR Mototrbo News: - The homebrew Brandmeister DMR Repeater constructed by Andy ZS5CEY is to go up soon in the Toti 
area on 438.300Mhz tx, & rx 430.700Mhz! 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
A Snippet from Craig ZS5CD:  Pi Desktop: Includes peripherals and a neat case– Elektor  
 
The Raspberry Pi is a well designed, powerful and inexpensive 
board, but not a complete computer. Some distributors know you 
need more than just a plastic case and a mains-adapter power 
supply (or USB cable). The ‘Pi Desktop’ kit from element14 
contains everything you need and more, turning your RPi into a 
fully fledged computer. 
 
If you’ve already got an RPi, then the Pi Desktop kit provides you 
with everything else you need to make it into a real desktop PC. 
Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, a real-time clock, an interface for an mSATA-SSD 
hard drive, an optional camera, heat sink, a neat power switch and 
of course the sleek black case. If you build an RPi-Board and add a 
SSD, you will have an elegant, inexpensive, fast (and quiet) 
universal PC. The assembly takes just a few minutes. 
 
You could assemble all the necessary parts and wire them together with the RPi board yourself but you are unlikely to end up with 
such a neat tangle-free solution that the Pi Desktop kit offers. All you need then is a monitor with an HDMI connector, keyboard & 
mouse using USB and you are up and running. A nice feature is the installation option of a proper SSD. This type of memory is not 
only much faster than the flash memory in SD cards and USB sticks, but more reliable, here you get an RPi system that boots very 
fast from SSD and loads the programs and associated data really quickly. Developing software locally on the machine also benefits 
from the faster memory. Don’t dismiss the built-in on/off switch as a bit of a gimmick, it is so much simpler and more convenient 
than turning the power supply on and off at the wall. 
 
Included in the kit is the add-on board with an mSATA interface, an intelligent power controller and the real-time clock (RTC). Add 
to that the well-made case, a heat sink, USB adapter (Micro type A), the battery for the clock and all necessary spacers and 
screws. The kit price is €46.71. 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
AGM Time: 
 
Yes, the HARC AGM is on the 15th August, 2017 
 
______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
An Article from Robert ZS5RHS: Aeroderivative turbines for power generation-From ee publishers 

The importance of renewable power generation technologies such as wind, solar and tidal cannot be questioned. But what happens 
when there is no wind or sun and there are low tides? Siemens aeroderivative gas turbine technology offer a flexible, economical 
and efficient alternative to around-the-clock generation, be it for peaking, mid-merit or base load operation. 
 
Siemens aero gas turbines are derived from turbojet/turbofan technologies, designed for civil and military aircraft, and are relatively 
new to the African power generation sector, which is accustomed to industrial gas turbines. Overall, Siemens aero gas turbines 
have a simple cycle efficiency that is typically 1 to 3% better than traditional industrial gas turbines. 
 
The technology is a multi-spool design – where each spool rotates at its own optimal rpm for maximum efficiency across its 
operating range. Siemens aero gas turbines boast exceptionally high cycle capability, and can be started up in less than ten 
minutes (or less, if required) with no lockout timers after a shutdown (be it a normal or emergency shutdown). Electrical start-up is 
500 kW, the equivalent of a small site back-up generator. 

 
These features bring the power closer to the operator, which is able 
to respond instantaneously and follow load requirements, with no 
impact to the equipment’s maintenance cycle and no increase to its 
maintenance costs. 
 
How is a jet engine converted into a gas turbine? 
 
Siemens’ fleet of Rolls Royce aeroderivative products can be used 
as an example. The Aero Trent 800, which has more than 24-million 
flying hours in civil aviation applications, can be converted into the 
power plant specific Industrial Trent gas turbine, by simply replacing 
the fan with a two stage low-pressure compressor with matched flow 
capacity. 
 
 

Fig. 1: Siemens Industrial Trent 60 gas turbine in the production hall in Montreal, Canada. 



The Industrial Trent features three shafts (HP, IP, LP) that rotate independently and is environmentally friendly, as it is available in 
dry low emissions and wet low emissions cycle operation, and flexible maintenance solutions are available to ensure maximum 
return-on-investment. 
 
Another important aspect of aero gas turbine technology is reliability and endurance under stress. The Industrial Trent requires no 
engine overhaul, as hollow shafts eliminate rotor bow and high nickel casings eliminate stress. 

 
Titanium usage also reduces weight, thereby allowing for a higher 
power density. Operational expenditure is further reduced thanks to 
anti-friction bearings that require less lubrication. The ball bearing 
design is also lightweight with low oil flow and consumption. 
 

Aero gas turbines are therefore a low risk economic solution ideally 
suited to peak, mid-merit and base load applications, which can be 
used in open cycle, cogeneration and combined cycle power plants, 
with the key emphasis on having a power plant which offers greater 
operational flexibility. 

Contact Keshin Govender, Siemens, Tel 011 652-2412, 
keshin.govender@siemens.com 

Fig. 2: Siemens Industrial Trent 60 package 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Another Article From ZS5RHS: Renewable energy: fastest growing power source- From ee publishers 
 

 Over the next five years, the IEA forecasts that renewables will remain 
the fastest-growing source of electricity generation, with their share 
growing to 28% in 2021, from 23% in 2015. Renewables are also 
expected to cover more than 60% of the increase in world electricity 
generation over the medium term, rapidly closing the gap with coal. 
Generation from renewables is expected to exceed 7600 TWh by 2021, 
which is equivalent to the total current electricity generation of the US 
and the EU combined. 
 
The opportunity for renewable project growth in both South Africa and 
the rest of the continent will be a focus area at the upcoming Africa 
Energy Indaba in February 2017. At this event, investors, renewables 
companies, utilities and African government representatives will come 
together to chart the way for a renewables sector in the region that 
continues to expand and attract investment. 
 
South Africa’s Renewable Energy Independent Power Producer’s 
Procurement Programme (REIPPPP) has contributed to the global 
uptake of renewables in recent years, but with Eskom’s announcement 

that it won’t be putting out any more tenders for more renewables projects, it remains to be seen what direction the country’s 
renewable energy sector will take and whether it can seize the opportunity provided by an increase in the demand for renewables. 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Article Received from the ‘net: Raspberry Pi vs Arduino – What you need to know  -  From mybroardband 
 
 
The Raspberry Pi and Arduino are designed to be easy-to-use platforms for DIY electronics projects, but there are a few key 
differences between the boards. 
 
The Raspberry Pi is a fully-fledged mini-computer with an operating system and almost unlimited functionality, while the Arduino is 
a microcontroller and provides a small amount of specialised computing power – mainly for interfacing with hardware. 
 
Both devices can connect to and control other hardware with some scripting and soldering, but the Arduino can do so without the 
overhead of running an OS and other software. 
 
Each device has advantages, and choosing which one to use will depend on your project.  
 
Power and Performance 
 
The Raspberry Pi features impressive specifications for its size, including a 1.2GHz CPU and up to 1GB of LPDDR2 SDRAM. 
 
The relatively high performance of the Pi means it draws more power, requiring a voltage of 5V. 
 
The Arduino draws comparably little power and can use a small battery. 
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Taking into account the performance and power draw differences, the Arduino is a better option for small, portable projects, while 
the Pi is useful for complex projects with software components. 
 
The Arduino is also a favourite for hardware-focussed projects due to its more direct interface, while the Pi is commonly used when 
software integration or computing is required. 

Arduino – Details 
 
Arduino boards are microcontrollers which focus on interfacing with things 
like LEDs, sensors, and motors. 
 
Due to its lack of a standard computing platform, it is notably less 
expensive than the Raspberry Pi – around R285. 
 
There are also many different boards which are compatible with the 
Arduino ecosystem, which means Arduino users can find cheap, 
compatible add-on boards for their project. 
 
Arduino boards connect to each other and other hardware using I/O pins 
on the board itself. 
 
These can be controlled using scripts loaded onto the Arduino, and the 

board can also connect to other devices using a USB adapter.  
 
Arduino boards are useful devices for beginners and experts, as they are relatively simple to set up, but can also be used for 
advanced projects such as remote-controlled robots. 
 
 
Raspberry Pi – Details 
 

The Raspberry Pi is the Arduino’s more powerful, software-
oriented relative. 
 
Thanks to its wide selection of operating systems and small 
size, the Pi has found almost endless uses among DIY 
enthusiasts. 
 
There are not as many compatible boards for the Pi as for 
the Arduino, although this is not limiting, as the Pi includes 
built-in features such as Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, Ethernet, and 
HDMI connectivity. 
 
Thanks to its open software platform and cheap price, the Pi 
has been used in countless projects and can function as a 
portable computing device. 
 

 

Projects and Compatibility 

 
Many Raspberry Pi projects involve software tasks which 
require basic hardware connectivity, such as building a Pi-
powered media PC or a voice-controlled virtual assistant. 
 
The type of projects you are interested in will determine 
which board you purchase, although they can be used 
together in many cases. 
 
Large projects, such as home automation controlled by a 
virtual assistant, could require many microcontroller boards 
and a Raspberry Pi to translate commands into hardware 
functions. 
 
While the Arduino and Raspberry Pi are different, users are 
not forced to choose between the two boards. 
 
Instead, they can complement each other and can be used 
in conjunction to create ambitious projects. 

 
 



 

HIGHWAY AMATEUR RADIO CLUB INFORMATION 

MEETINGS 

The Club currently holds its monthly meetings at the New Germany Sports Club, 55  Broadway Street, The Wolds, New Germany, 
off the Traffic circle off Glenugie Rd. on the 3rd Tuesday of the month, starting at 19h00 for 19h30. Refreshments are available at a 
nominal price.  
Swap Shop held quarterly on last Saturday of month Talk-in facilities on the Repeater frequency (145.625Mhz)-at different 
venues.(Presently at the New Germany Nature Reserve) 

The Committee holds its meetings on the second Tuesday of every month starting at 18h00. 

BULLETINS 

The Club’s weekly bulletin is broadcast every Sunday morning at 07h45 on the Highway repeater 145.625 Mhz . A  recording of 
the bulletin is re-broadcast at 18h30 on a Sunday evening on the repeater frequencies. 

The S.A.R.L weekly bulletin (in English) is relayed onto the Durban repeater at 08h30 on a Sunday morning. 

The KZN Hamnet bulletin can be heard on the HARC repeater (145.625Mhz)  every Sunday morning at 07h00 .  

AMATEUR RADIO NETS.  

The Kwa-Zulu/Natal Net, of long-standing starts at 06h00 on a frequency of 7.055 MHz. in winter and 3.650Mhz. in summer and 
continues until 07h40. Colin ZS5CF hosts the net from 06h00 & Gary Potgieter (ZS5NK)-takes over later on. 

Interest Group nets are conducted in the evenings. They are:-  

Mondays 19h30 AR-Newsline and WIA News, made possible by Brad ZS5Z and hosted by Dave ZS5HN 
Tuesdays 19h30 DMR-ZA Net ; 20h00 ‘ish’ – 6m Net by Justin ZS5KT – linking in with the CTARC Net -**New** 
Wednesdays 19h30 Hamnet Indaba (ZS5WFD)-Last Wednesday of Month –Weekly informal net 
Thursdays 19h30 Technical  net – Alternatively by Colin ZS5CF & John ZS5JF 
Fridays  19h30 Ladies Net, hosted by Val ZS5VAL 
Saturdays  Vacant-Remember the World DMR Net at 18h00 local on BM TG91 
Sundays       06h00     See AMATEUR RADIO NETS just above 
Sundays  07h45 HARC Sunday Bulletin & re-transmission at 18h30 
 
The SARL Presidents Net can be heard on the evening on Sundays on the 145.650MHz repeater whenever the Intecnet is 
scheduled by Hans ZS6AKV. Licensed Amateur Radio Operators are invited to join in. 
 
HIGHWAY HOTLINE NEWSLETTER. 
This newsletter is published every month and distributed by email and available on the H.A.R.C Website.  The editor is Tony Mayall 
(ZS5GR) Telephone (031) 708-3078,   Email address is hotline@harc.org.za, and physical address is 71 Dilkoosh Road, 
Northdene, 4093. 

INTERNET WEB SITE ADDRESSES.SOUTH AFRICAN RADIO LEAGUE :  http://www.sarl.org.za 

HIGHWAY AMATEUR RADIO CLUB.  http://www.harc.org.za  The Webmaster is Brad Phillips (ZS5Z). 
E-MAIL  ADDRESS OF THE CLUB.  harc@harc.org.za 
HARC Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/groups/298581387576/ 
 
APRS An APRS digi ZS0PMB-7 operates in the Durban area on 144.800Mhz from the Bluff. The digi is maintained by Shaun, 
ZR5S from MARC.Mobile AND Base stations should use WIDE3-3 or WIDE1-1,WIDE2-2 for their Beacon path. Mobile beacon 
rates should be at about 1min intervals, while home stations should be set at 20min. 
 
VISITORS ARE ALWAYS WELCOME TO ATTEND ALL OUR FUNCTIONS.  
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